Differential hydration of dA.dT base pairing and dA and dT bulges in deoxyoligonucleotides.
The role of water in the formation of stable duplexes of nucleic acids is being studied by determining the concurrent volume change, heats, and counterion uptake that accompany the duplexation process. The variability of the volume contraction that we have observed in the formation of a variety of homoduplexes suggests that sequence and conformation acutely affect the degree of hydration. We have used a combination of densimetric and calorimetric techniques to measure the change in volume and enthalpy resulting from the mixing of two complementary strands to form (a) fully paired duplexes with 10 or 11 base pairs and (b) bulged decameric duplexes with an extra dA or dT unmatched residue. We also monitored absorbance vs temperature profiles as a function of strand and salt concentration for all four duplexes. Relative to the decamer duplex, insertion of an extra dA.dT base pair to form an undecamer duplex results in a favorable enthalpy of -5.6 kcal/mol that is nearly compensated by an unfavorable entropy term of -5.1 kcal/mol. This enthalpy difference correlates with a differential uptake of water molecules, corresponding to an additional hydration of 16 mol of water molecules/mol of base pair. Relative to the fully paired duplexes, both bulged duplexes are 12-16 degrees C less stable and exhibit marginally larger counterion uptake on forming the duplex. The enthalpy change is slightly lower for the T-bulge duplex and less still for the A-bulge duplex. The volume change results indicate that an unmatched residue increases the amount of coulombic and/or structural hydration. The combined results strongly suggest that the destabilizing forces in bulged duplexes are partially compensated by an increase in hydration levels.